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SUMMARY OF FACULTY SENATE MEETING 12/11/06 
CALL TO ORDER 
The meeting was called to order by Chair Herndon at 3:20 P.M. 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
Motion to approve the minutes of the 11/27/06 meeting by Senator 
Christensen; second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed. 
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION 
No press present. 
COMMENTS FROM INTERIM PROVOST LUBKER 
Chair Herndon noted that Interim Provost Lubker is attending a 
Cabinet meeting but Associate Provost Koch will report. 
At Interim Provost Lubker's request, Associate Provost Koch 
shared with the Senate the decision made at the Board of Regents 
(BOR) meeting today on changes in admissions requirements. The 
admissions study team had recommended the use of a Regent 
Admission Index of 250 for automatic admission at the three 
Regent universities. That number was changed to 245 at today's 
meeting and will begin to effect admissions for Fall 2009 
enrollment, assuming everything moves forward as planned. 
Chair Herndon reiterated that the Index score of 245 would be 
common for all three Regent universities. 
COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, SUE JOSLYN 
Faculty Chair Joslyn reported that the Provost's Office has 
purchased the Turnitin.com license for next year and agreed to 
purchase the WebCT plug-in. 
She also reported that the Academic Rigor faculty discussion 
group met last week and had an interesting discussion on whose 
responsibility it is to increase the amount of rigor in a class, 
whether it is the faculty or the students. Students agree that 
they do share some of that responsibility and Jennifer Younie, 
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Northern Iowa Student Government (NISG) Vice-President and Grant 
Erwin, NISG President have put together a survey on this subject 
that 	they hope to distribute to students sometime in the spring. 
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, CYNTHIA HERNDON 
Chair Herndon noted that she attended the telephonic BOR meeting 
this morning at which the Property and Facilities Committee 
approved the proposed parking deck for UNI; to continue the 
planning of the parking deck, to continue to utilize Substance 
Architecture as consultants for the parking deck as approved for 
the previous Multi-Modal Transportation Facility; to use the 
proposed site for the local match (which is the area across from 
Commons); and for UNI to become the grantee for the Federal 
Transit Authority funds. She will continue to keep the Senate 
posted on developments. 
Chair Herndon also reported that she and Vice-Chair Licari 
continue to meet periodically with different campus groups to 
discuss common issues to maintain communication. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
921 	 Procedures for the Selection of Academic Deans, Dean of 
Graduate College, Dean of Continuing Education and Special 
Programs, and Dean of Library 
Motion to docket as item # 830 and place at the head of the 
docket, out of regular order by Senator Weeg; second by Senator 
Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
Chair Herndon noted that this came about with regard to the 
College of Education's (COE) search for a new dean. President 
.- ----:41~-- ~ ...--.-..--'--"'- ~---- - ' 	 . . . ..' ~ . ,.. ... 0= - - . • ".. 
. - Allen would lIke · more diversi ty on the - ctlmm-i:-e:Fee~n.""d'""·irF13ydce r. -eo~"'-- .: 
do that changes will have to be made in the policy as it stands 
now. 
Mike 	Mixsell, Academic Administration Services Coordinator, was 
present to discuss this with the Senate. 
Motion to approve the revisions as presented by Senator Weeg; 
second by Senator Mvuyekure. 
A lengthy discussion followed. 
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A friendly amendment by Senate O'Kane to accept the proposal as 
revised; second by Senator Soneson. 
The amended motion with noted revisions was approved. 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
Chair Herndon stated that she has two items that the Senate 
needs to address. 
The first is that at the November 27, 2006 meeting there was no 
motion to officially approve Docketed Item #828 Placement of 
800:064 Elementary Probability and Statistics for 
Bioinformatics/Introductory Statistics of Life Sciences in 
Category lC of the LAC. Motion by Senator Soneson to approve; 
second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed. 
She also noted that the Faculty Senate Speaker Series Committee 
is reporting back to the Senate and requesting permission to 
move forward. 
Senator Basom, FS Speaker Series Committee member, along with 
Senators Mvuyekure and Hitlan, reported that the committee met 
and reviewed the report that was presented in 2005, noting it 
was an excellent and detailed report, and the committee felt no 
need to redo or add to it. The committee did discuss the 
options that were present in the report and decided the Senate 
should not abdicate its responsibility and should hold its own 
speaker series if it is given funds to do so. Di scussion 
followed with the committee asking for approval from the Senate 
to go forward. 
_~==-!i0t io:cn by S~l)a tor Basom for the Senate ~.? _accep!_ t:he ~~c~l ty.. .. 
..: :;" Sena te -Spea kers · Series Committee repor~t ana~.,.to- iernst·at·e~· :,an:--~· ~-=-:,:, ;- ­
annual Faculty Senate Speaker Series; second by Senator Soneson. 
Discuss ion followed on how the committee would operate and 
selection of committee members. Motion passed. 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
827 2006 - 2007 Committee on Committees Report 
/ 
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Doug Hotek, Co-Chair Committee on Committees (COC) and Otto 
MacLin, incoming Co-Chair COC (2007-2008), were present to 
discuss the report with the Senate. 
Motion to accept the 2006 - 2007 Committee on Committees Report 
by Senator Mvuyekure; second by Senator Christensen. Discussion 
followed. 
Motion passed. 
828 NISG Resolution on Electronic Media Devices Policy 
Jennifer Younie, NISG Vice-President, was present to discuss 
this resolution with the Senate. Discussion followed. 
Motion by Senator Mvuyekure to approve the NISG's Resolution on 
Electronic Media Devices and to forward it to the UNI 
Educational Policies Commission, asking them to address this by 
March 15, 2006; second by Senator O'Kane. 
Motion passed. 
ADJOURNMENT 
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PRESENT: Maria Basom, David Christensen, Paul Gray, Cindy 
·~::=~-=2L~~~H&r:fid:~nr.~bGshL.Kaparthi, Sus a n Koch, ~~~cha2:l.J.._tc4li.~~:!2.av_i d '~..ri-= _~, 
.. .;-
Marchesani, Pierre-Damien Mvuyekure, Steve OF~ane, Phil Patt~ri~ 
Jerry Soneson, Denise Tallakson, Barb Weeg 
Absent: Jeffrey Funderburk, Mary Guenther, Rob Hitlan, James 
Lubker, Laura Strauss, Katherine VanWormer, Susan Wurtz 
CALL TO ORDER 
The meeting was called to order by Chair Herndon at 3:20 P.M. 
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APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Motion to approve the minutes of the 11/27/06 meeting by Senator 
Christensen; second by Senator O'Kane. Motion passed. 
CALL FOR PRESS IDENTIFICATION 
No press present. 
COMMENTS FROM INTERIM PROVOST LUBKER 
Chair Herndon noted that Interim Provost Lubker is attending a 

Cabinet meeting but Associate Provost Koch is here to report. 

Associate Provost Koch commented that the discussion with the 
Cabinet today is critical and Interim Provost Lubker is involved 
in that. 
At Interim Provost Lubker's request, Associate Provost Koch 
shared with the Senate the decision made at the Board of Regents 
(BOR) meeting today on changes in admissions requirements, and 
distributed a copy of the Docket Item. The admissions study 
team had recommended the use of a Regent Admission Index of 250 
for automatic admission at the three Regent universities. That 
number was changed to 245 at today's meeting. There will be 
further discussion and action as this goes forward on 
implementation of this very major change, which will involve a 
change in the Iowa Code and changes in internal operations. 
Interim Provost Lubker will share that information as it comes 
forward. This will begin to directly effect admissions for Fall 
2009 enrollment, assuming everything moves forward as planned. 
~Cha_iL_lie ,rndoD_-Le tLe.rated that the Index score of 245 w~uld be 
'Commbn-=--f6r a ll three Regent universi ties.- ---'-..-....~. -",-,-.,.. : ~ -,-­
COMMENTS FROM FACULTY CHAIR, SUE JOSLYN 
Faculty Chair Joslyn reported that the Provost's Office has 
purchased the Turnitin.com license for next year and has agreed 
to purchase the WebCT plug-in which will enable WebCT users to 
do other functions. Those faculty who are interested should 
talk to her and she will let them know to whom they should talk. 
! 
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She also reported that the Academic Rigor faculty discussion 
group met last week and had an interesting discussion on whose 
responsibility it is to increase the amount of rigor in a class, 
whether it is the faculty or the students. Students agree that 
they do share some of that responsibility and Jennifer Younie, 
Northern Iowa Student Government (NISG) Vice-President and Grant 
Erwin, NISG President have put together a survey that they hope 
to distribute to students sometime in the spring. The survey 
will ask questions such as "from which instructor did you learn 
the most,U "from which did you learn the least, and why.u 
NISG Vice-President Jennifer Younie stated that she and the 
Director of Academic Affairs are in the process of creating a 
survey, "The Best Practices Inventory.u This survey will be 
administered to students on-line to determine those practices in 
the classroom that really help students in learning and those 
from which students do not benefit. Students will not be asked 
to identify specific courses or instructors but rather those 
practices that encourage rigorous learning. In addition they 
will be asked about the amount of responsibility that should be 
placed on the faculty and on the students when it comes to 
learning and how they feel overall about their education at UNI. 
Results will be distributed to faculty and to the Senate in an 
attempt to get communication going between students and faculty 
about what practices are effective and which are not. 
COMMENTS FROM CHAIR, CYNTHIA HERNDON 
Chair Herndon noted that she attended.the telephonic BOR meeting 
this morning that Associate Provost Koch mentioned. Also of 
interest to the Senate was that the Property and Facilities 
Committee approved the proposed parking deck for UNI. What was 
approved was to continue planning of the parking deck, to 
continue to utilize Substance Architecture as consultants for ~ th~ p-arki~-g- de~k as approved for the previousu '""t- · ~::====--,.~ - -=MoCfa~'f"=.~~.":;:
Transportation Facility, to use the proposed site for the local 
match (which is the area across from Commons), and for UNI to 
become the grantee for the Federal Transit Authority funds. The 
committee will return to the Board in the spring with a 
schematic design and a business plan. She will continue to keep 
the Senate posted on developments. 
Chair Herndon also reported that she and Vice-Chair Licari 
continue to meet periodically with different campus groups, 
having met recently with leaders from the Merit and P&S groups 
to discuss common issues to maintain communication. They also 
I 
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met with Annette Lynch, Chair of the Graduate Faculty, and 
United Faculty (UF) leaders to look at faculty issues that may 
be common and which group might be responsible for which 
portions. 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
921 	 Procedures for the Selection of Academic Deans, Dean of 
Graduate College, Dean of Continuing Education and Special 
Programs, and Dean of Library 
Motion to docket as item # 830 and place at the head of the 
docket, out of regular order by Senator Weeg; second by Senator 
Mvuyekure. Motion passed. 
Chair Herndon noted that this came about with regard to the 
College of Education's (COE) search for a new dean. President 
Allen would like more diversity on the committee and in order to 
do that changes will have to be made in the policy as it stands 
now. In doing so, those who are involved with it also looked at 
"tweaking" a few other things that were needed. 
Mike 	Mixsell, Academic Administration Services Coordinator, was 
present to discuss this policy with the Senate. He distributed 
copies of the proposed revised document to the Senate with the 
new additions noted in red (administrative changes) and green 
(proposed content changes). He noted that what drove this was a 
concern for diversity with the current policy not permitting 
constituent representation that may be desired, and that the 
recommended changes are coming forward in the spirit of 
openness. Also, connected with it is a desire of the 
administration not to disturb the faculty representation on the 
committee, item 2.5. If non-faculty representatives are added 
to the committee, than sufficient faculty representatives also 
. . . --	 =- --'--' ,~~,~ , .. :....:..... _-=-:=;..---.f" . ' ~ .: -.:~ • '--~-=--.:::::;;c-_ ~ 
need to be added so that the original ratio is at least: - - . 
maintained, if not improved. 
Motion to approve the revisions as presented by Senator Weeg; 
second by Senator Mvuyekure. 
A lengthy discussion followed. 
A motion to table the discussion until the next Faculty Senate 
meeting so the revisions can be presented by Senator Gray was 
withdrawn. Faculty Chair Joslyn noted that the reason it was 
placed at the head of the docket was because there is an 
J 
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impending COE Dean's Search Committee meeting and this document 
was needed for clarification on the process. 
A lengthy discussion followed 
A friendly amendment by Senate O'Kane to accept the proposal as 
revised; second by Senator Soneson. 
The amended motion with noted revisions was approved. 
Mr. Mixsell expressed his appreciation to the Senate for their 
input, noting that they wanted to be in the open about making 
changes and not disturb anything that existed but to add some 
flexibility. With these changes, that has been accomplished. 
Chair Herndon added that this was last revised in February 1990 
and while some questions have been raised during the years 
since, no steps were taken to make any revisions. 
Mr. Mixsell also added that the series of policies contained in 
the hiring guide is out of date and it is his understanding the 
Compliance and Equity Management will be working on revising the 
rest of the policies as well. 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
Chair Herndon stated that she has two items that the Senate 
needs to address. 
The first is that at the November 27, 2006 meeting there was no 
motion to officially approve Docketed Item #828 Placement of 
800:064 Elementary Probability and Statistics for 
Bioinformatics/Introductory Statistics of Life Sciences in 
Categor lC of the LAC. Motion by Senator Soneson to appr02..ei 
~=- .• ~- -;':-e ~ ond-· 'by S;nat-or 0' Kane. Motion passed. -­
The Faculty Senate Speaker Series Committee is reporting back to 
the Senate and requesting permission to move forward. 
Senator Basom, FS Speaker Series Committee member, along with 
Senator's Mvuyekure and Hitlan, reported that the committee met 
last week and reviewed the report that was done in 2005. It was 
an excellent and detailed report; a summary included everything 
you would want in such a report and the committee felt no need 
to redo or add to it. The committee did discuss the options 
/ 
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Chair Herndon asked if the current committee is willing to serve 
as the committee for this year, noting that the recommendations 
from the previous report are extensive and it is quite a 
responsibility to take on. 
Senator Basom replied that they would be willing to do so and 
that it is important to bring quality important speakers on 
current issues. 
Senator Mvuyekure also noted that while the committee is willing 
to continue, it could also be expanded. 
Senator Weeg asked if the committee continues on, what happens 
when committee members go off the Senate; would they continue? 
Faculty Chair Joslyn suggested that the makeup of the committee 
could include non-Senate members. 
Chair Herndon noted that there are some details that need to be 
worked out, but that the three current committee members are 
willing to continue for the time being to get the series 
started. While this is a huge undertaking, it is very important 
and we all need to be able to contribute. As long as the 
funding is available the Senate will be committed to this series 
and senators should look at serving in some capacity so there is 
some rotation of committee members. 
Senator Gray questioned clarification of the role he and Senator 
Soneson would play now with the committee being charged to go 
forward. Senators Gray and Soneson are currently assisting 
Interim Provost Lubker on deciding how the funds are to be 
allocated, noting that there have been three requests so far. 
He applauded the committee on its insight in getting larger 
sp~~kers ~ ~imiting funding to $1000 does limit the quality and 
the draw of the sp~akers. 
Senator Basom recommended that Senator's Gray and Sones on join 
the committee in planning for future speakers, noting that they 
would welcome their addition and experience. 
Senator Tallakson asked if the committee selection process is 
what the Senate will be finalizing in January? 
Chair Herndon replied that she believed the committee was ready 
to go forward to seek nominations for the committee and it would 
be beneficial for the Senate to draw up formal procedures. 
11 
~. 	 Senator Gray added as a friendly amendment that the committee be 
changed to a task force for deciding the role of future 
committees, formally specifying the committee composition, the 
terms of service, how to solicit future speakers, and the charge 
to the general committee; second by Senator Soneson. 
The motion to accept the Faculty Senate Speakers Series 
Committee report and to reinstate an annual Faculty Senate 
Speaker Series was approved. 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
827 2006 - 2007 Committee on Committees Report 
Doug Hotek, Co-Chair Committee on Committees (COC) and Otto 
MacLin, incoming Co-Chair COC (2007-2008), were present to 
discuss the report with the Senate. 
Motion to accept the 2006 - 2007 Committee on Committees Report 
by Senator Mvuyekure; second by Senator Christensen. 
It was noted that there were several revisions that needed to be 
made to the report as far faculty representation on committees. 
Dr.s Hotek and MacLin stated that they are continually updating 
this report as they receive information. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn commented that if the Senate does not 
inform the COC as to who has been elected, they cannot pursue 
it. 
Dr. MacLin responded that that is one of the problems with the 
committee and he believes there are better ways to work this 
system and they will be addressing this in the near future. The 
committee does not have much power or authority to do much and 
they are not even aware of what the original charge was to the 
COCo This committee is scheduled to meet only once a semester 
but they have been meeting every other week to try to streamline 
the system and develop a system of better reporting. The 
problem is that the information the committee provides the 
Senate is only as good as the information that the committee is 
provided. They are looking at ways to decentralize the process 
and hope to be able to report back to the Senate next semester 
on the things they have been working on and for the Senate to 
possibly re-charge the committee with a charge, if necessary, to 
/ 
/ 
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make sure they are functioning at the appropriate level that the 
Senate would like them to. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn asked if it would be possible to ask Dena 
Snowden, Faculty Senate Secretary, to look back through last 
year's minutes for verification as to who had been appointed. 
Dena responded that she would do that. 
Chair Herndon noted that part of the COC report has a 
supplemental note at the beginning as to committees that they 
believe have become superfluous and question the continuation of 
those committees. Those committees are the Advisory Committee 
for the Center for the Enhancement of Teaching, University 
Faculty Senate Budget Committee, and the University Writing 
Committee. Chair Herndon asked the COC to follow up to see if 
these committees are functioning so they can make a 
recommendation to the Senate. 
Dr. Hotek replied that that is another procedure that they are 
trying to establish, how they go about determining if a 
committee is effective, dysfunctional, valid or needed. The 
reason those three committees came forward is because when they 
elicited candidates for members whose terms had expired, they 
had faculty, even those who were on committees, say that they 
didn't feel that the committee should even exist. 
Dr. MacLin continued that they were looking at the Library as to 
how they document some of their procedures and using that as a 
blueprint for their committee. They are also looking at 
reviewing charges to committees, better documentation of 
committee membership, and possibly having committees provide the 
COC with minutes of meetings so the Senate and the university 
itself has better access to these types of information. There 
is a website under the President's website that is supposed to 
P.e _maint.ained 12Y-...Marketing but may not be the tool that the 
f	 aculty' or the - Se~1iU reallywari'ts' c5rn'eeCls '.- =t'hey TI fi13t'-ma]Qflr~-'-- -. 
excuses for the way things are; these are the things that they 
are trying to deal with. 
Chair Herndon responded that she believed these were some very 
interesting issues that surround the report this year and 
thanked Dr.s Hotek and MacLin for being willing to look at them 
and offered the Senate's support. 
Senator Soneson reiterated that the COC will be discussing and 
investigating these issues and will be bringing a report forward 
to the Senate for approval. 
-=~- =--=-==-- . 
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Dr. MacLin responded that that is what they plan, however, as 
they don't really know what the original charge was from the 
Senate they may return to the Senate for further direction. 
Senator Soneson reiterated that what ' he's hearing is that there 
is a lot of confusion about what the charges are for the various 
committees, that the people on the committees are not quite sure 
what the committees are about, and so on. 
Dr. MacLin replied that the original charge from the Senate to 
the COC is not readily accessible and that some committees are 
more aware of their charges than others. There is a need for 
clarification for all involved. 
Senator Soneson asked if it would help the COC if the Senate 
would charge the COC to identify the charges for the various 
committees, including the COC, next semester. 
Senator MacLin continued that the COC will return to the Senate 
with more information and with specifics of what they want once 
they have done some further investigation. Currently they just 
have a lot of questions. 
Motion to accept the 2006 - 2007 Committee on Committees Report 
was passed. 
828 NISG Resolution on Electronic Media Devices Policy 
Jennifer Younie, NISG Vice-President, was present to discuss 
this resolution with the Senate. 
Senator Soneson asked what kinds of electronic devices they are 
not talking abouJ here, probably professors that bring in 
~~t<;;;~~:;r;: -r s' l or 1;1 ass 'puf:po s e s ~ . ' --'-'-t'hey n~g~tqffi~~o ""'~- ~ -~1~,,,,.~~,,,,;~-~;:::o_=_-: ·tompu t e Ar e - -"i=-ctl~~r'$;' ~iff~ ;c~ '- e?lE~f~:;=:::::O::::
phones that students bring in, or other kinds of things that 
make it possible for them to cheat on tests? 
Ms. Younie responded that she sits on the Student Academic 
Appeals Board and many of the appeals that they have seen are 
for students who are accused of cheating with their cell phones. 
Many professors don't know that you can save all this 
information in your cell phone to access at another time; that 
you can take pictures to send to other individuals; that you can 
record yourself and listen to it on your I-Pod while taking a 
test. In talking with a relative who is a high school 
..-..:....- - ---- ---=->=....,-~- --_........=-==--.... 

- --- ......-"--= . :. ,...="_-
--- -
~---.-.-~:........:.:...;......:..~~-~ ---­
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principal, she was informed that they have a district policy 
that electronic media devices are not allowed in testing or in 
the classroom. She also talked with Dr. Ed Berry, Associate 
Vice President/Dean of Student, Educational and Student Services 
and Jon Buse, Assistant Dean of Students, Educational and 
Student Services, as well as Interim Provost Lubker to see if 
UNI had such a policy. At UNI it is just what individual 
professors decide for their own classroom. In talking with 
professors she learned that some honestly did not know you could 
use technology that way. She brought this to NISG, urging them 
to develop a policy because this is something that needs to be 
addressed for the protection of the students and the faculty. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn asked if the title should be changed to "In 
Support of Electronic Media Devices Policy for Students. u 
Ms. Younie responded that that would be okay as students are 
essentially the targeted audience. 
Senator Soneson stated that he wants to support this as he has a 
friend who teaches a large class who used to put the answers to 
the test on the door for students to refer to after they turned 
in their exams. A couple of semesters ago a handful of students 
were using their cell phones to take pictures for their files, 
as these were students who had to repeat this class. The 
students figured that the tests were not going to change that 
much semester to semester. This is a very serious thing. In 
the same way, students can take a quick picture of a quiz, send 
it back to their friends and have them text message back the 
answers. There's no reason students need their phones in the 
classroom unless there is an emergency, and in that case they 
can talk to their professors about it. Other than that, cell 
phones should be put away. The assumption should be that if 
they come out it is for cheating. 
Ms ~ Youri"I e no'e o -fhat= in NISG vo-f tng, =ti'le~stuaef1'fs~wfi-a:::~b~Trrea . .,--~~ 
or voted against it were concerned about students who had their 
cell phones out to check the time. They were afraid that 
professors who caught them looking at their cell phones to check 
the time would accuse them of cheating and throw them out of the 
classroom. This resolution is to make sure students aren't 
using their cell phones to text message or listen to their 1­
Pods. There are students who need electronic devices for 
legitimate purposes and this policy is to protect them. 
Associate Provost Koch asked if this recommendation coming 
forward today is only for the Senate to establish a policy and 
' ==- - '. ._--- --, -- .-~ 
. .... - ~ 
.. ----=: :- - ­
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not to debate the details ot the policy. She noted that UNI has 
an Educational Policies Commission (EPC) to which the Senate 
might refer this to if approved and they could develop the 
policy and bring it back to the Senate. 
Senator Weeg commented that she served on the University's 
Coordinating Committee on Disability Accommodations and whoever 
develops the policy should consult with the Disability Services 
Office for the language to use. 
Chair Herndon noted she would like to have a motion in support 
of what Associate Provost Koch suggested about accepting this 
resolution and referring it on to the EPC for them to develop a 
policy, and to be in contact with the University Disability 
Services Office. 
Senator O'Kane asked if that is what NISG had in mind for the 
Senate to do. 
Ms. Younie replied that they wanted the Senate's blessing and to 
forward it on to the appropriate body, which would be the EPC. 
Associate Provost Koch noted that the Senate could also put a 
time limit on this when forwarding it on if we wanted to. The 
EPC does not meet on a regular basis unless they have a regular 
charge. 
Motion by Senator Mvuyekure to approve the NISG's Resolution on 
Electronic Media Devices and to forward it to the UNI 
Educational Policies Commission, asking them to address this by 
March 15, 2006; second by Senator O'Kane. 
Senator Gray remarked that his background is very technical and 
he may come across as a dissenter on this. His classroom is a 
ver technical electronic environment as is his method of 
, w-r.::=-: ··~t~e-achI ng . - He:"aoes'i1"t 'want~t hi s ' pol icy-ctSlmp6s-=e ': c5rr ~n 1"S ~f·r~o""7·- ±s - ~- "':, 
in his own classroom. If he says open book, open notes, open 
Internet, which he commonly does, he doesn't want this policy 
going forward to impose on that particular style of teaching. 
He doesn't want to impose on the technical savvy individuals who 
are already teaching and accommodating this type of technology 
- - =---.!.--- ­
in the classroom as beneficial to 
threat. 
Senator Soneson commented that we 
midst of a technical revolution of 
of the results of this is the new 
-
- - --~- - =:-- - --­
teaching as opposed to a 
all know that we are in the 
tremendous proportions. One 
uses of technology for 
---~~~..~--- . - . ­
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cheating, which make it hard for those who are a bit older to 
catch on to. Students are very quick to catch on to new 
technology and uses. The positive side is that new technologies 
are going to come along that would be very beneficial that we 
would want our students to take advantage of. There are things 
that are hard for us to imagine at this point that will be 
coming down the road so we want a policy flexible enough to make 
it possible to adapt to and use new technologies as they become 
available. 
Senator Gray added that he doesn't want it to diminish on his 
well-know teaching style that if a student's cell phone rings in 
his classroom it must be for him, as he enjoys talking to 
students' parents. 
Senator Mvuyekure asked if that wasn't a question of each 
faculty member adhering to the policy. The English Department 
has banned cell phones during exams because they noticed 
students were cheating using them. 
Faculty Chair Joslyn noted that in the resolution it says "with 
the exception of individuals who have sought prior permission 
from the Professor to use such a device for legitimate reasons." 
Associate Provost Koch responded that the EPC, as part of their 
process, will look at policies that have already been developed 
at other institutions because she doesn't think we're on the 
cutting edge with this. 
Motion to accept the NISG resolution on Electronic Media Devices 
Policy and forward it to the UNI Educational Policies Commission 
with discussion items identified was passed. 
ADJOURNMENT 
.-;;e.-.,.-,__~ _ ~ - -=-~ -. =;=::=~~ 
Motion to adjourn by Senator Patton; second by Senator 
Tallakson. Motion passed. 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:50 P.M. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Dena Snowden 
Faculty Senate Secretary 
-- --:......:- ­
I 
./ 
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BOARD OF REGENTS 

STATE OF IOWA 

AGENDA ITEM 2B 

DECEMBER 11, 2006 

Contac t: Diana Gonzalez 

ADMISSIONS STUDENT TEAM FINAL REPORT 
Actions Requested: 
1. 	 Consider recommending to the Board approval of the 
Admissions Study Team proposal to revise the admissions 
requirements at the Regent universities. 
2 . 	 Consider recommending to the Board that the Board Office be 
directed to submit the Admissions Study Team final report 
to the Senate and House of Representatives standing 
committees on education by January 8, 2007. 
3. 	 Consider recommending to the Board approval of the proposed 
changes in the Board Policy Manual §6.01. 
4. 	 Consider recommending to the Board filing of the Notice of 
Intended Action to amend Section 681 of the Iowa 
Administrative Code. 
Executive Summary: In light of its mission and stewardship role 
to provide educational opportunities to the citizens of the 
state, the Board of Regents has an ongoing interest in ensuring 
that students who are admitted to the Regent universities are 
academically prepared to succeed in college. After conducting 
an in-depth study of predictors of success for entering freshmen 
at the Regent universities, the Admissions Study Team1 recommends 
that the current admission process (of admitting students who 
_ _ 	 _ ••? _"9~re_:~~ th_~_tQP 50 ~ of_ their high school graduating class and who 
~--- . - ~ . :....-- - - - -- ==----. - - -- - -~.. ~--~~-.. - -~--. . - -	 -Ahave ' the core subj ect" area cours e- requi ' eme-rlt s ) - --ue -repc~e~=--'-- -·"-- -,..,.::... . 
a Regent Admission Index (RAI) using the following equation: 
Regent Admission Index = (2 X ACT composite score) = (1 X 
high school rank) + (20 X high school grade point average) 
+ (5 X number of high school courses completed in the core 
subj ect areas) 2 . 
Students will still be required to complete the core subject 
area course requirements specified by each Regent university as 
described in Attachment C. The proposed Regent Admission Index 
is consistent with the Iowa Department of education's recently-
I 
18 
developed model core curriculum and is intended to promote rigor 
in the high school academic curriculum undertaken by students. 
IThe 	 team included Michael Barron and Tom Rocklin (SUI); Kathy 
Jones and Karen Zunkel (ISU); Phil Patton and Dave Smith (UNI); 
and Diana Gonzalez (Board Office). Phil Caffrey (ISU) and 
Dennis Hendrickson (UNI) were active participants in the study. 
2 For 	purposes of calculating the Regent Admission Index, ACT 
composite score has a top value of 36 (SAT scores will be 
converted to ACT composite equivalents); high school rank is 
expressed as a percentile with 99% as the top value; high school 
GPA is expressed on a 4-point scale; and number of high school 
courses completed in the core subject areas is expressed in 
terms of years or fractions or years of study. The chosen 
multipliers were statistically derived. 
Recommendations: 
The goal of the admission process is to enroll students at the 
three Regent universities who have a reasonable probability of 
academic success. The Team's data analyses showed the 
importance of using multiple factors in the admissions process. 
Therefore, the Admissions Study Team proposes the following 
recommendations: 
o 	 Replace the current admissions process of admitting 
students who are in the top 50% of their high school 
graduating class and who have the core subject area course 
requirements with a new admission process which combines 
four factors: 
• 	 High school rank; 
• 	 High school grade point average (GPA); 
• Performance on standardized tests (SAT Reasoning Test 
~"'=""'"'= .. ,- _ _ . - . ;:-_ . __~ __c: nd-=- __ _ _ ~t"=-- ~_~..,. _ ~ . ,:~ ~. ,,-,,""-..:.. , ob.l\-C1'lJ. . 	 ~ 
• 	 Number of high school courses completed in the core 
subject areas. 
These factors predict academic success at the Regent 
universities and are consistent with the Iowa Department of 
Education's goal of encouraging students to take a rigorous 
core 	curriculum throughout their high school careers. 
o 	 Implement a Regent Admission Index with the four factors 
identified above, using the following equation: 
/ 
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Regent Admission Index = (2 X ACT composite score) = 
(1 X high school rank) + (20 X high school grade point 
average) + (5 X number of high school courses 
completed in the core subject areas). 
Continue to require the core subject area courses, 
including English, mathematics, science, social science, 
and foreign language/electives, as defined by each Regent 
university (pg.8). 
245 
o 	 Use a Regent Admission Index of ~ for automatic admission 
at the three Regent universities. 
o 	 Allow each Regent university to continue to conduct 
individual reviews of students who do not meet the Regent 
Admission Index of ~ but who otherwis e demonstrate 
potential and commitment to succeeding at a Regent 
university. The individual review process will also be 
used in cases where a student does not possess all required 
factors, e.g., high school rank, GPA. 
o 	 Use the National Center for Education Statistics course 
numbering system implemented by Iowa school districts to 
. identify the core subject area courses that will be counted 
in the Regent Admission Index. 
o 	 Use the same Regent Admission Index for automatic admission 
at the three Regent universities. 
o 	 Implement the proposed admissions process for the Fall 2009 
enrollment class at the Regent universities. This will 
allow current high school sophomores two years to prepare 
for the changes. 
__ . 0 Re-affirm the ._current Board policy that non-resident 
--=~-="-:~" --=--'f reshman applicants~will " be held fQ-' stan-dar as:"·a t "1.east"Cas-- - ..:..- :.._---=--· c· 
high 	as those for resident freshman applicants. 
o 	 Approve the proposed changes to the Board Policy Manual 
§6.0l to include the equation for the Regent Admission 
Index and the Regent Admission Index required for automatic 
admission to the Regent universities as described in 
Attachment A. 
I~ 	 Publish the Regent Admission Index and the Regent Admission 
Index required for automatic admission to the Regent 
universities on the Board of Regents and universities' 
--- --
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websites. Also include an online Regent Admission Index 
calculator on the websites. 
o 	 Replace the Building Your Future brochure 3 with a new 
publication describing the new admissions process. 
o 	 Provide adequate notice to students and the general public 
about future changes to the Regent Admission Index. 
o 	 Approve filing the Notice of Intended Ac tion to amend 
Section 681 of the Iowa Administrative Code to include the 
four factors in the admissions process as described in 
Attachment B. 
o 	 Conduct periodic reviews of the new admission process. The 
first review should be conducted no later than five years 
after implementation of the new proces s . 
3This brochure was prepared jointly by the three Regent 
universities to define the minimum requirements for admission 
and the optimum recommendations for success. Copies are made 
8thavailable to all grade students in the state annually. The 
brochure is also available on the Board of regents, 
universities', and Department of Education's websites. 
PROCEDURES FOR THE SELECTION OF ACADEMIC DEANS, DEAN OF GRADUATE 

COLLEGE, DEAN OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS, AND 

DEAN OF LIBRARY SERVICES 

EXTERNAL SEARCH 

Appointments - Academic Deans, Dean of Graduate College, Dean of 
Continuing Education and Special Programs, and De an of Li brary 
Serv.ices 
~ .. --~-~------ .­
1. 	Recruitment and hiring for these positions shall be in 

accordance with Compl i ance a nd Equi ty Management policy and 

procedures and other applicable personnel policies. 

Compliance and Equity Management policy and procedures as 

well as the Faculty Hi r i ng Gu ide are to be reviewed and 

applied. 

2 . 	Membership, Dean Search and Screening Committees 
2 .1 	 Dean of Academic College 
/ 
I 
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The committee shall be composed of at least five (5) 
non-administrative faculty members, two (2) appointed 
students, three (3) department heads, and one (1) 
representative of the Council of Deans. The student 
members shall consist of two (2) students appointed by 
the Northern Iowa Student Government president with 
the consent of the Student Senate. The administrative 
members shall be appointed by the Provost and Vice 
President and will include three (3) department heads 
and one representative from the Council of Deans. The 
faculty members shall be selected by the College 
Faculty Senate, or equivalent representative body, by 
a method to be determined by that body. The committee 
will select its own chairperson. 
2.2 Dean of Graduate College 
The committee shall be composed of at least five (5) 
non-administrative faculty members, two (2) appointed 
graduate students, three (3) department heads, and one 
ill representative of the Council of Deans. The 
administrative members shall be appointed by the 
Provost and Vice President and will include three (3) 
department heads and one (1) representative from the 
Council of Deans. The faculty members shall be 
selected by the University Graduate Council. A 
graduate faculty member from each college is to be 
selected. The Council shall also appoint two (2) 
graduate students. The committee will select its own 
chairperson. 
2.3 Dean of Continuing Education and Special Programs 
In the case of the search for a Dean of the Division 
of Continuing Education and Special Programs, the 
__- _" _ _ -- . _ - _ _ ~- , t- · . ~---.;..;;.-.~ ':,......" ~_~__ ~~ - ...-::-:--=_" ...;;::;.--=- .';:~-:-
Committee shall be composea ora~Ieast ' o~ne (1) non...; -- ~ 
administrative faculty member from each college, two 
(2) students, three (3) department heads, and one (1) 
representative of the other deans. The student 
members shall consist of two (2) students appointed by 
the Northern Iowa Student Government president with 
the consent of the Student Senate. The administrative 
members shall be appointed by the Provost and Vice 
President and will include three (3) department heads 
and one representative from the Council of Deans. One 
faculty member shall be selected by each College 
Faculty Senate, or equivalent representative body, by 
. . . ­
- .. -- - .- _.~ 
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a method to be determined by that body. Additional 
non-administrative faculty members shall be added by 
the University Faculty Senate if needed in accordance 
with 2.5 below. The committee will select its own 
chairperson. 
Procedures for the Selection of Academic Deans, Dean of Graduate 
College, Dean of Continuing Education and Special Programs, and 
Dean of Library Services - External Search Page 2 
2.4 	 De a n 0 Li brary Ser v ice s 
The Committee shall be composed of at least five (5) 
non-administrative faculty members, two (2) appointed 
students, three (3) department heads, and one (1) 
representative of the Council of Deans. The student 
members shall consist of two (2) students appointed by 
the Northern Iowa Student Government president with the 
consent of the Student Senate. The administrative 
members shall be appointed by the Provost and Vice 
President and will include three (3) department heads 
and one (1) representative of the Council of Deans. 
The faculty members shall be selected by the Library 
Faculty Senate or other equivalent representative body 
by a method to be determined by that body. The 
Committee will select its own chairperson. 
2.5 	 The Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs, may 
appoint additional members to these committees to 
include appropriate representation by other 
constituencies, e.g., Professional and Scientific 
staff, Merit staff, affected external groups, and/or to 
improve committee diversity. When this occurs,
------.-'-­
- - a-acii tional -fa:cul ty members wii"T-o-e -s -e1.ecteCf -bY-The -­
appropriate faculty body to at least maintain the 
original proportion of faculty representation. 
3. 	Recruitment Procedures. The Committee shall develop a 
recruitment plan for review and approval by the Provost and 
Vice President. Applications and nominations from a wide 
variety of sources, including UNI faculty, administrative 
staff, professional associations, and other colleges and 
universities, shall be solicited. 
-_ ---c:::-_ -~-- ~,.----;....,... ... 
! 
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4. 	The Committee shall screen the applications and nominations 
in order to select an interview pool. This interview pool 
will be reviewed by Complia nce a nd Equity Management before 
arrangements are made for on-campus interviews. 
5. 	The Committee will submit a list of at least three (3) 
candidates to the Provost and Vice President with specific 
comments or advice the Committee wishes to offer. The 
Provost and Vice President will inform the faculty and 
others at any appropriate time about the President's 
recommendation to the Board for an appointment. The Provost 
and Vice President will consult with the department heads of 
the college and with the Dean's Search and Screening 
Committee prior to making a recommendation to the President. 
6. 	The Provost and Vice President will prepare a Selection 
Record prior to the announcement of the President's 
recommendation to the Board. 
(Academic Affairs 9/ 89 ) 

(Compliance and Equity Management 2/90) 

(Upda ted 1 2/ 06 ) 

2006-2007 UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIPS 
Compiled by the University Committee on Committees 

Doug Hotek and Joe Wilson, Co-Chairs 

Monday October 30, 2006 

The date after each name indicates expiration of the term. The 
number in parentheses indicates the term now being served. The 
following abbreviations for units and colleges are used: College 
of Education, ED; College of Humanities and Fine Arts, HFA; 
College of Natural Sciences, NS; College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences, SBS; College of Business Administration, 
. - · -·-=--BA~; G~ad~at'e - Co'llege, GRAD; Library, L;-=Non~VotTng Fa-cuity~~ NV ~==-
One asterisk * indicates that elected members are limited to two 
consecutive terms; two asterisks ** indicates that the member is 
completing an unfinished term, and three asterisks *** indicates 
that elected members are limited to three consecutive terms. 
Chairperson of the University Faculty (1 yr*): Sue Joslyn HPELS 
ED, 07 (2) 
Chairperson of the Graduate Faculty (1 yr*) Annette Lynch, 07 
(1 ) 
I 
/ 
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UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE (3 yr*): Acts on behalf of the 
University Faculty on all policy and curricular matters. It 
meets second and fourth Mondays at 3:15 p.m. to deliberate 
issues and to chart the direction of the faculty. 
Robert Hitlan, SBS, 07 (1) Cynthia Herndon, ED, 07 (2) 
Katherine VanWormer SBS, 09 Denise Tallakson, ED, 07 (1) 
(2) 
Michael Licari, SBS, 08 (1) Mary Salazar Guenther, ED, 
(09 ) 
Laura Strauss, NS, 07 (1) David Christensen, ED 08 (1) 
Steve O'Kane, NS, 09 (2) Susan Wurtz BA, 09 (1) 
Paul Gray, NS, 08 (1) Shashidhar Kaparthi BA, 08 
(1 ) 
Maria Basom, HFA, 07 (1) Barbara Weeg, L, 07 (1) 

Pierre Mvuyekure, HFA, 07 (1) Philip Patton, NV, 07 (1) 

Jeff Funderburk, HFA, 09 (1) David Marchesani, NV, 09 (1) 

Jerome Soneson, HFA, 08 (1) Ex-Officio: Sue Joslyn (Chair 

of the Faculty) 
ELECTED FACULTY REPRESENTATION ON COMMITTEES 
REQUIRED TO REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE 
COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION AND RETENTION (4 yr): Meets twice each 
semester to act on applications for readmission and advise 
concerning policies and proposed programs regarding admission 
and retention of undergraduate students. 
Recayi Pecen, NS, 09 (2) Doug Koschmeder, (Office of 
the Registrar) 
Carol Weisenberger, SBS, 07 Kathy Peters, (Center for 
(3) Academic Achievement) 
David Hakes, BA, 08 (2) Dennis Hendrickson, (Office 
of Admis.s ions) 
Su-sa~ K~-ch, (OITice o f -­ -- - -~ 
Academic Affairs) 
David Christensen, ED, 10 Tim Bakula, (Office of 
Financial Aid) 
JoAnn Anderson-Wright, 
(Student Support Services) 
David Marchesani, (Office of 
Academic Advising) 
COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES (3 yr*): Presents nominations and 
conducts elections for University Faculty at-large positions for 
various university-wide committees. Coordinates college 
25 
elections for university-wide committees. Meets once each 
semester. Library representative is always for a one year term 
and is always the chair of the Library Faculty Nominations and 
Elections Committee. 
Imam Alam, BA, 09 (2) Ellen Neuhaus, L, 09 (1) 
Kim MacLin, SBS, rplcmnt for At Large: 
W. Wright 07 (1) 
Joe Wilson, ED, 07 (1) Fred Besthorn, SBS, 07 (1) 
Doug Hotek, NS, 07 (2) Otto MacLin, SBS, 09 (1) 
Julia Trahan HFA, 08 (1) 
COMMITTEE ON CURRICULA (3 yr): Reviews undergraduate college 
curriculum proposals and recommends to the University Senate 
changes in existing undergraduate curricula. Meets Wednesdays, 
3:00-5:00, fall semester odd years, and on call. 
Mohammed Rawwas, BA, 09 (1) 

Lynn Dykstra, ED, 09 

Flavia Vernescu, HFA, rplcmnt 

for S. Yetter, 07 (2) 

Mary Boes, SBS, 07 (3) 

Mark Fienup, NS 08 (4) 

Mohammed Fahmy, GRAD, 08 (5) 

At Large: 
April Chatham-Carpenter, HFA, 
09 (4) 
Gerri Perreault ED. 08 (1) 
Ex Officio: 
Susan Koch, (Academic 
Affairs) 
Merrie Schroeder, (Director, 
Teacher Education) 
Philip Patton, (Registrar) 
Katherine Martin, (Library, 
Head of Collection 
Management) 
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMISSION (3 yr*): Researches and reports 
to Senate issues and implications of broad curricular and 
educational policies ~ Meets 
Susan Hill, HFA, 
Li Jian, SBS, 09 
Diane Depken, ED, 
"Raj" Rajendaran, 
09 (1) 
(2) 
07 (1) 
BA, rplcmnt 
for S. Amin, 07 (2) 
J. Ben Schafer, NS, 08 (1) 
Susan Moore, L, 09 (1) 
annuall __~.9__on ca]-~__ . ___ 
At Large: 

Cathy DeSoto, SBS, 07 (1) 

3 students 

Ex Officio: 
Susan Koch, (Academic 

Affairs) 

Phil ip Patton, (Registrar) 

I 
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LIBERAL ARTS CORE COMMITTEE (3 yr*): Oversee the university 

Liberal Arts Core, conduct reviews of the program, and initiate 

or receive proposals from colleges for changes in the Liberal 

Arts Core program. Meets several times each semester depending 

on business. 

Ken Baughman, HFA, 09 (2) Senate Appointment: 

Ron Omeara, NS, 09 (1) Maria Basom, HFA 09 (1) 

Cynthia Dunn, SBS, rplcmnt 1 student 

for M. Shott, 07 (1) 

Jerry Caswell, L, 09 (1) Ex Officio: 

Gerald (Jerry) Smith, BA, 07 Siobahn Morgan, (Academic 

(2 ) 	 Affairs) 
Nadine 	Davidson, ED, 08 (2) Reginald Green, (Advising) 
Philip Patton, (Registrar) 
STUDENT ACADEMIC APPEALS BOARD (3 yr*): Responds to student 

academic appeals according to procedures outlined for the 

redress of student grievances in the University Policies and 

Procedures Manual. All members must be tenured. 

Scott Nice, HFA, 09 (1) 4 students 

Linda Walsh, SBS, 09 (1) 

Shoshanna Coon, NS, 07 (1) Ex Officio: 

Greg Reed, ED, 07 (2) Susan Koch, (Academic 

Affairs) 
Donna Wood, BA, 08 (2) 
ADVISORY & LIAISON COMMITTEE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY 
SCIENCE (3 yr*): Advises the UNI administrative officer 
responsible for the ROTC activities and programs on campus. 
Members are elected at-large from university faculty or 
appointed by the Senate or the Provost. All members must be in 
the bargaining unit. Meets once a month. 
At Large: Adnll'n is 'Or'at i o'n~--=-= 
Appointed: 
Forrest Dolgener, ED, 09 (1) Ken Atkinson, HFA, 07 (1) 
Gerald Peterson, library, (1) Robert Dise, SBS, 07 
Senate Appointed: 
Jonathan Schwabe, HFA, 05 (1) 2 students 
Cate Palczewski, HFA, 06 (1) 
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS ADVISORY COUNCIL (3 yr*): Serves in an 
advisory capacity to the intercollegiate athletic program. Meets 
first Monday each month at 3:15 p.m. 
J 
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Steve Taft, HFA, 07 (1) 1 administrative appointment 
Konrad Sadkowski, SBS, 08 (2) 2 community representatives 
Jim Kelly, ED, 07 2 students 
Steve Wartick, BA, 08 (2) 2 P&S staff 
Ed Rathnell, NS, 08 (1) Ex officio: 
David Marchesani, NV, 07 (1) Anne Woodrick, (NCAA 
representative) 
Philip Patton, (Registrar) 
Christopher Edginton, (HPELS) 
Rick Hartzell, (Athletic 
Director) 
FACULTY STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE (3 yr*): Collects and 
generates proposals for revision of the Strategic Plan from the 
faculty; drafts responses to proposed revisions to the Strategic 
Plan. The proposals and responses generated by this committee 
would be forwarded to the Faculty Senate for consideration by 
that body. 
Kate Martin, L, 07 (2) Lauren Nelson, HFA, 09 (2) 
Al Hays, SBS, 08 (1) Gayle Pohl, GRAD, 09 (2) 
Nilmani Pramanik, NS, 08 (1) Becky Hawbaker, ED, 09 
Senate Appointment: 
Mohammed Rawwas, BA, 08 (1) Laura Terlip, HFA, 05 (1) 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR THE CENTER FOR THE ENHANCEMENT OF 
TEACHING (3 yr*): Oversees and provides direction for the 
activities of the Center for the Enhancement of Teaching. Meets 
each semester or as required. 
Dianna Briggs, BA, 07 (1) J. Philip East, NS, 09 (1) 
Jerilynn Marshall, L, 07 (1) Senate Appointment: 
Melissa Heston, ED, 08.(2) Jerilyn Marshall, L, 07 (1) 
L inda Walsh, SBS, 08 (1) Ex Offi c io: . 
Phil Fass, HFA, 09 (1) Susan Koch, (Academic 
Affairs) 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE (2 yr): Develops 
University Faculty Senate positions on university budget issues. 
Chair of the Library Faculty Budget Committee serves a one year 
term as representative from the Library. 
Mohammed Rawwas, BA, 08 (1) Jesse Swan HFA, 07 
Jeffrey Weld, NS, 07 (2) Stanley Lyle, L, 08 (1) 
Nancy Hamilton, ED, 07 (2) Senate Appointed: 
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Fred Fryman, SBS, 08 (4) 
UNIVERSITY WRITING COMMITTEE (3 yr*): Reports as needed (and at 
least yearly) to the Senate on matters relating to writing 
requirements, writing intensive courses, and interdisciplinary 
writing initiatives. 
Deb Deemer, ED, 08 (1) Ex Officio: 
Tom Hockey, NS, 08 (1) Karen Tracey, Chair of 
Writing Program 
Jack Yates, SBS, 09 (1) Academic Achievement Writing 
rplcmt for K. Sandstrom Program 
Susan Hill, HFA, 07 (2) LAC 
Ken McCormick, BA, 09 (2) UNISA 
Barbara Allen, Library, 07 
Provost Office 
ELECTED FACULTY REPRESENTATION ON COMMITTEES 
NOT REQUIRED TO REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE 
AWARDS COMPETITION COORDINATING COMMITTEE (4 yr*): Reviews 
faculty and student applications for awards that require 
university (e.g. the president's) nomination. The Committee is 
made up of five elected members, one from each college. 
Additional members may be appointed by the Dean of the Graduate 
College to aid in the consideration of candidates for awards. 
Karen Mitchell, HFA, 08 (1) Josh Susskind, SBS, 10 (1) 
Laura Strauss, NS, 09 (2) Clare Struck, ED, 10 (1) 
Atul Mitra, BA, 08 (2) Sue Joslyn , (Graduate) 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSIGNMENT COMMITTEE (3 yr*): 
Recommends recipients of professional development assignments.
- --.::- ...:::.:....-~--- . - ' ..... -. ­
Meets annually or on call. 

Wm. Michael Fleming , SBS, 09 David Hakes, BA, 07 (2) 

( 1 ) 

Philip East, NS, 08 (1) 

Carol Colburn, HFA, 09 (1) Ex Officio: 

Suzanne Freedman, ED, 08 (1) Sue Joslyn, (Grad) 

HONORARY DEGREES COMMITTEE (3 yr): Solicits suggestions for 

recipients of honorary degrees to recommend to the President of 

the University. 
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Anne Woodrick, 07 (1) Joyce Milambiling, HFA, 08 
(2) 
Lisa Jepsen, BA, 07 (2) Susan Koch, (Grad) 
John Fecik , NS, 07 (1) Patricia Geadelmann, ~ Dir. of 
Gov't Relations) 
Deborah Tidwell, ED, 09 Susan Koch, (Academic 
Affairs) 
GRADUATE COUNCIL (2 yr***): Meets second and fourth Thursdays at 
3:30 p.m. Acts on behalf of the Graduate Faculty on all 
graduate policy and curricular matters. The Council advises the 
Dean of the Graduate College and is responsible to the Graduate 
Faculty. No more than one member from anyone department. 
Lauren Nelson, HFA, 07 (2) 
Gayle Pohl, HFA, 08 (2) 
James Jurgenson, NS, 08 (2) 
Mike Prophet, NS, 08 (1) 
Frank Thompson, BA, 07 (2) 
Bud Bowlin, BA, 08 (1) 
Larry Hensley, ED, rplcmnt 
for S. Joslyn 07 (2) 
Sue Etscheidt, ED, 08 
Helen Harton, SBS, 07 (1) 
Kristen Mack, SBS, 08 (1) 
Jerilyn Marshall, L, 08 (1) 
Syed Kirmani (Graduate 
Faculty Chair) 
Ex Officio: 
Susan Koch, (Graduate) 
Sue Joslyn, (Graduate) 
David Walker, (Graduate) 
Steve Moon, (Information 
Technology) 
GRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE (3 yr): Study and approve or 
disapprove all graduate curriculum proposals (courses, degrees, 
and programs). Must be graduate faculty and college 
representatives are elected by that college's graduate faculty. 
Karen Mitchell, HFA, 09 (1) Donna Douglas, ED, 09 
Atul Mitra, BA, 07 (2) Jean Gerrath, NS, 08 (1) 
Dennis Dahms SBS, 08 (1) Chris Ne-~h-au-s , - i -fbr-ary ,--"- 08 
2 appointed by Grad Council: 
COUNCIL ON TEACHER EDUCATION (3 yr*): Acts on behalf of the 
Teacher Education Faculty on policy and curricular matters 
related to teacher education. Must be members of Teacher 
Education Faculty. Elections conducted by the Council, with 
only Teacher Education Faculty eligible to vote. 
Secondary 
Diana Briggs, BA, 08 (2) 
Gretta Berghammer, HFA, 09 (1) 
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Catherine Miller, NS, 07 (1) 
Tom Connors, SBS, 07 (1) 
Ed Leadership, Counseling/Post Second James Stichter, 08 (1) 
Professional Education Sequence: Melissa Heston, 09 
Elementary Ed.: Rick Traw 08 (1) 
Middle Level Ed: Donna Shoemaker-Douglas, 07 (2) 
Early Childhood: Jill Uhlenberg, 09 (1) 
Special Education: Becky Hawbaker, 07 (2) 
Clinical Experiences: Kim Miller 08 (1) 
Special Areas: Michelle Swanson, 08 (1) 
Two undergraduate student 
(One Early childhood/elementary; one middle/high school) 
One graduate student 
Two practitioners 
(One Early childhood/elementary; one middle/high school) 
Ex-Officio: 
Cherin Lee (Teacher Ed. Fac. Chr) 
Merrie Schroeder, (Director Teacher Ed. or designee.) 
Cathy Humke, (Representative of Registrar) 
Director of Assessment - Barry Wilson 
Director of Field Experience/Community College Relations - Roger 
Kueter 
Representative of Academic Affairs (to be appointed) 
Chairperson of the Teacher Education Faculty (2 yr*): Cherin 
Lee, NS, 07 (2) 
SSR 2007-05 
A Resolution for: Northern Iowa Student Government Support of 
an Electronic Media Devices Policy 
Sponsored by: Student Affairs Committee 
First Reading: November 1, 2006 
Vote: 22-2-4 
Speaker Action: Malia Engelbach, Speaker 11/02/06 
WHEREAS: The University of Northern Iowa is in need of the 
establishment of an electronic media devices policy; and 
RECOGNIZING: The University of Northern Iowa currently does not 
have a policy in place that discourages and/or prohibits the use 
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of any sort of personal electronic media devices within the 
classroom (e.g., cell phones, palm pilots, I-Pods, etc.); and 
FURTHER RECOGNIZING: The electronic media devices can cause a 
disruption to the academic classroom environment; and 
FURTHER RECOGNIZING: That the establishment of such a policy 
would provide protection for both the students and the faculty 
members within the classroom from wrongful accusations and 
questions of academic integrity; and 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED: That the University of Northern Iowa 
establish a policy that discourages and/or prohibits the use of 
personal electronic media devices within the classroom, with the 
exception of individuals who use these devices for handicapped 
purposes, and with the exception of individuals who have sought 
prior permission from the Professor to use such a device for 
legitimate reasons. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: The copies of the Resolution be sent to 
President Allen, Provost Lubker, Associate Provost Koch, Vice 
President Hanish, Dr. Sue Joslyn, Dr. Cynthia Herndon, Dr. Ed 
Berry, Dr. Farzad Moussavi, Dr. Joel Haack, Dr. Julia Wallace, 
Dr. Reinhold Bubser, Dr. Jeffrey Cornett, and all department 
Heads across campus. 
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STATE OF IOWA DECEMBER 11, 2006 
Contact: Diana Gonzalez 
ADMISSIONS STUDY TEAM FINAL REPORT 
Actions Requested: 
1. 	 Consider recommending to the Board approval of the Admissions Study Team proposai to revise 
the admissions requirements at the Regent universities. 
2. 	 Consider recommending to the Board that the Board Office be directed to submit the Admissions 
Study Team final report to the Senate and House of Representatives standing committees on 
education by January 8,2007. 
3. 	 Consider recommending to the Board approval of the proposed changes in the Board Policy 
Manual §6.01. 
4. 	 Consider recommending to the Board filing of the Notice of Intended Action to amend Se(;tion 
681 of the Iowa Administrative Code. 
Executive Summary: In light of its mission and stewardship role to provide educational opportunities 
to the citizens of the state, the Board of Regents has an ongoing interest in ensuring that students 
who are admitted to the Regent universities are academically prepared to succeed in college. After 
conducting an in-depth study of predictors of success for entering freshmen at the Regent 
universities, the Admissions Study Team 1 recommends that the current admissions process (of 
admitting students who are in the top 50% of their high school graduating class and who have the 
core subject area course requirements) be replaced with a Regent Admission Index (RAI) using the 
following equation: 
Regent Admission Index = (2 x ACT composite score) + (1 x high school rank) + (20 x 
high school grade point average) + (5 x number of high school courses completed in the 
core subject areasf 
Students will still be required to complete the core subject area course requirements specified by 
each Regent university as described in Attachment C. The proposed Regent Admission Index is 
consistent with the Iowa Department of Education's recently-developed model core curriculum and is 
intended to promote rigor in the high school academic curriculum undertaken by students. 
1 The team included Michael Barron and Tom Rocklin (SUI); Kathy Jones and Karen Zunkel (ISU); Phil Patton and Dave 
Smith (UN I); and Diana Gonzalez (Board Office). Phil Caffrey (ISU) and Dennis Hendrickson (UNI) were active participants 
in the study. 
2 For purposes of calculating the Regent Admission index, ACT composite score has a top value of 36 (SAT scores will be 
converted to ACT composite equivalents); high school rank is expressed as a percentile with 99% as the top value; high ( school GPA is expressed on a 4-point scale; and number of high school courses completed in the core subject areas is 
expressed in terms of years or fractions of years of study. The chosen multipliers were statistically derived. 
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Recommendations: 
The goal of the admissions process is to enroll students at the three Regent universities who have a 
reasonable probability of academic success. The Team's data analyses showed the importance of 
using multiple factors in the admissions process. Therefore, the Admissions Study Team proposes 
the following recommendations: 
E'l 	 Replace the current admissions process of admitting students who are in the top 50% of their 
high school graduating class and who have the core subject area course requirements with a 
new admissions process which combines four factors: 
[{I 	 High school rank; 
[(I 	 High school grade point average (GPA); 
[{I 	 Performance on standardized tests (SAT Reasoning Test or ACT); and 
[{I 	 Number of high school courses completed in the core subject areas. 
These factors predict academic success at the Regent universities and are consistent with the 

Iowa Department of Education's goal of encouraging students to take a rigorous core curriculum 

throughout their high school careers. 

E'l 	 Implement a Regent Admission Index with the four factors identified above, using the following 
equation: 
Regent Admission Index =(2 x ACT composite score) + (1 x high school rank) + 
(20 x high school GPA) + (5 x number of high school courses completed in the 
core subject areas). 
Continue to require the core subject area courses, including English, mathematics, science, 

social science, and foreign language/electives, as defined by each Regent university (pg. 8). 

Use a Regent Admission Index ~~utomatic admission at the three Regent universities. 
Allow each Regent university to continue to conduct individual reviews of students who do not 

meet the Regent Admission Index of ~ but who otherwise demonstrate potential and 

commitment to succeeding at a Regent university. The individual review process will also be 

used in cases where a student does not possess all required factors, e.g., high school rank, 

GPA. 

Use the National Center for Education Statistics course numbering system implemented by Iowa 

school districts to identify the core subject area courses that will be counted in the Regent 

Admission Index. 

Use the same Regent Admission Index for automatic admission at the three Regent universities. 
Implement the proposed admissions process for the Fall 2009 enrollment class at the Regent 

universities. This will allow current high school sophomores two years to prepare for the 

changes. 
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oRe-affirm the current Board policy that non-resident freshman applicants will be held to 
standards at least as high as those for resident freshman applicants. 
o 	 Approve the proposed changes to the Board Policy Manual §6 .01 to include the equation for the 
Regent Admission Index and the Regent Admission Index required for automatic admission to 
the Regent universities as described in Attachment A. 
o 	 Publish the Regent Admission Index and the Regent Admission Index required for automatic 
admission to the Regent universities on the Board of Regents and universities' websites. Also 
include an online Regen t Admission Index calculator on the websites. 
o 	 Replace the Building Your Future brochure3 with a new publication describing the new 
admissions process. 
o 	 Provide adequate notice to students and the general public about future changes to the Regent 
Admission Index. 
o 	 Approve filing the Notice of Intended Action to amend Section 681 of the Iowa Administrative 
Code to include the four factor s in the admissions process as described in Attachment B. 
o 	 Conduct periodic reviews of the new admissions process. The first review should be conducted 
no later than five years after implementation of the new process. 
3 This brochure was prepared jointly by the three Regent universities to define the minimum requirements for admission and 
the optimum recommendations for success. Copies are made available to all 8th grade students in the state annually. The 
brochure is also available on the Board of Regents, universities', and Department of Education's websites. 
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DRAFT 
PROCEDURES FOR THE SELECTION OF ACADEMIC DEANS, DEAN 

OF GRADUATE COLLEGE, DEAN OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND 

SPECIAL PROGRAMS, AND DEAN OF LIBRARY 

EXTERNAL SEARCH 
Appointments - Academic Deans, Dean of Graduate College, Dean of Continuing Education and Special 
Programs, and Dean of Library 
1. 	 Recruitment and hiring for these positions shall be in accordance with Compliance and Equity 
Management policy and procedures and other applicable personnel policies. Compliance and 
Equity Management policy and procedures as well as the Faculty Hiring Guide are to be reviewed 
and applied. 
2. 	 Membership, Dean Search and Screening Committees 
2.1 Dean of Academic Col lege 
The committee shall be composed of at least five (5) faculty members, two (2) appointed 
students, three (3) department heads, and a representative of the Council of Deans. The 
student members shall consist of two (2) students appointed by the Northern Iowa 
Student Government president with the consent of the Student Senate. The 
administrative members shall be appointed by the Provost and Vice President and will 
include three (3) department heads and one representative from the Council of Deans. 
The faculty members shall be selected by the College Faculty Senate, or other 
representative body, by a method to be determined by that body. The committee will 
select its own chairperson. 
2.2 Dean of Graduate College 
The committee shall be composed of at least five (5) faculty members, two (2) appointed 
graduate students, three (3) department heads, and a representative of the Council of 
Deans. The administrative members shall be appointed by the Provost and Vice 
President and will include three (3) department heads and one (1) representative from 
the Council of Deans. The faculty members shall be selected by the University Graduate 
Council. A graduate faculty member from each college is to be selected . The Council 
shall also appoint two (2) graduate students. The committee will select its own 
chairperson. 
2.3 Dean of Continuing Education and Special Programs 
In the case of the search for a Dean of the Division of Continuing Education and Special 
Programs, the Committee shall be composed of at least one (1) faculty member from 
each college, two (2) students, three (3) department heads, and one (1) representative of 
the other deans. The student members shall consist of two (2) students appointed by the 
Northern Iowa Student Government president with the consent of the Student Senate. 
The administrative members shall be appointed by the Provost and Vice President and 
will include three (3) department heads and one representative from the Council of 
Deans. The faculty members shall be selected by the College Faculty Senate, or other 
representative body, by a method to be determined by that body. The committee will 
select its own chairperson. 
,--. 
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2.4 	 Dean of Li brary 
The Committee shall be composed of at least five (5) faculty members, two (2) appointed 
students, three (3) department heads, and a representative of the Council of Deans. The 
student members shall consist of two (2) students appointed by the Northern Iowa 
Student Government president with the consent of the Student Senate. The 
administrative members shall be appointed by the Provost and Vice President and will 
include three (3) department heads and one (1) representative of the Council of Deans. 
The faculty members shall be selected by the Library representative body by a method to 
be determined by that body. The Committee will select its own chairperson. 
2.5 	 The Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs, may appoint additional 
members to these committees to include appropriate representation by other 
constituencies, e.g., Professional and Scientific staff, Merit staff, affected external 
groups, and/or to improve committee diversity. When this occurs, additional 
faculty members will also be appointed to at least maintain the original 
proportional faculty representation. 
3. 	 Recruitment Procedures. The Committee shall develop a recruitment plan for review and 
approval by the Provost and Vice President. Applications and nominations from a wide variety 
of sources, including UNI faculty , administrative staff, professional associations, and other 
colleges and universities, shall be solicited. 
4. 	 The Committee shall screen the applications and nominations in order to select an interview pool. 
This interview pool will be reviewed by Compliance and Equity Management before arrangements 
are made for on-campus interviews. 
5. 	 The Committee will submit a list of at least three (3) candidates to the Provost and Vice 
President with specific comments or advice the Committee wishes to offer. The Provost and 
Vice President will inform the faculty and others at any appropriate time about the President's 
recommendation to the Board for an appointment. The Provost and Vice President will consult 
with the department heads of the college and with the Dean's Search and Screening Committee 
prior to making a recommendation to the President. 
6. 	 The Provost and Vice President will prepare a Selection Record prior to the announcement of 
the President's recommendation to the Board. 
(Academic Affairs 9/89) 

(Compliance and Equity Management 2/90) 

(Updated 12/06) 
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